It is shown that the logarithm to the base 2 of the number of maximal intersecting families on m elements is asymptotically equal to (",`_,) where n=[zm] .
. Introduction
For a natural number m, let m =11,2, . . ., m} . An intersecting family on m is a set A of sets such that U A g m and any two members of A have non-empty intersection . We let J_ be the set of all maximal intersecting families on m . We are concerned with estimating JJ . J .
In Section 2 we obtain a lower bound by elementary counting methods . In Section 3 we obtain an upper bound using a result of Kleitman and Markowsky on the number of monotone Boolean functions .
Notice that if in the definition of intersecting families, the requirement that any two members of A have non-empty intersection is raised to any three members, the problem becomes trivial . Indeed, by [1, Remark 7 .5] any maximal intersecting family would be an ultrafilter ; that is it would consist of all subsets of m containing some singleton .
. A lower bound and statistical remarks
We observe that an intersecting family A on m is maximal if and only if for (In this computation we consider separately pairs (A, B) where A = B, JA n B I _ n, and 3 --JA n B I , n -1 . As we saw earlier if J A n B I = 2, then for no 3F A do we have A E 9( .°) and B E This computation yields the result (for n , 3)
so that the variance is ("m l )/2"" • (1 +0 (1)) . 
